
Denn�'� Men�
4541 Sunset Rd, 28216, Charlotte, US, United States

+17045979224 - https://locations.dennys.com/NC/CHARLOTTE/247646

Here you can find the menu of Denny's in Charlotte. At the moment, there are 18 menus and drinks on the menu.
You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Denny's:

wow. has impressed himself today with our experience. the staff was very friendly, attentive and all around
positiw. “They could not have worked better here. she knows her job well. she portrays definitiw leadership skills!

read more. The diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical
disabilities. What User doesn't like about Denny's:

more beautiful place, even if you draw attention to the problems, the table tops must be wiped and clean
properly, and the floors under the tables and surrounding areas must resist. ordered eating takes a long time to

prepare and serve, all the servers are not attentive to help with refill etc. we have to get their attention. read
more. To try and for a moment to have the feeling of being in Hollywood; that's always possible in this beautiful
equipped diner, The visitors of the establishment also consider the comprehensive selection of various coffee

and tea specialities that the restaurant offers. If you want to have breakfast, a versatile brunch awaits you, You
can also discover delicious South American dishes on the menu.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN TENDERS

Col� Beverage�
COLD COFFEE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Burger�
BACON BURGER

PATTY MELT

Sauce�
RANCH DRESSING

RANCH

Desser�
CREPES

PANCAKE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

BURGER

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BACON

CORN

CHORIZO
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